Measuring Nightmare Frequency: Retrospective Questionnaires Versus Prospective Logs
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Abstract: Retrospective measurements underestimate nightmare frequency, but little is known about how retrospective duration and attention for nightmares may affect this process. This study evaluates the differences between two retrospective measurements, a prospective log, and a retrospective estimate after keeping a log. Forty-nine participants completed the SLEEP-50, kept a nightmare log, and estimated their nightmares after keeping a log. Paired t-tests showed that estimates of nightmare frequencies differed significantly from each other according to measurement type (p < .05). Prospective logs are the most accurate way of estimating nightmare frequency, possibly due to simply forgetting over time. For treatment studies relying solely on retrospective measurements, a short duration is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

About 2-5% of the general population has frequent nightmares [1-4]. Nightmares have a negative effect on sleep [5], and are associated with mental complaints [6-9]. Nightmares are usually measured by prospective logs or retrospective questionnaires. Although not objective, these measurements can distinguish between nightmare frequency and nightmare distress, two related but different concepts [10].

Several authors have noted that retrospective questionnaires tend to underestimate nightmare frequency compared to prospective logs [6, 11, 12]. Wood and Bootzin [11] tested this discrepancy and found significant differences (p < .01) between prospective and retrospective measurements. No statistical differences (p > .05) were found between monthly or yearly retrospective estimates in two studies [6, 11]. Both these studies however, used undergraduates of whom high percentages had no nightmares at all.

Schredl et al. [13] argue that prospective logs provide more accurate data because there is less chance of forgetting over time, and the attention of the respondents is better focused on their nightmares. Other authors have hypothesized that the underestimation in retrospective estimates may be due to a motivated forgetting caused by the negative emotions of nightmares [6]. In effect-studies, however, retrospective questionnaires are still commonly used because 1) they are easy to complete and 2) persons may be reluctant to keeping a log; thus limiting the already high dropout-rates in nightmare treatment studies [6, 14].

The aim of this study is to determine the differences between prospective and retrospective measurements, and to evaluate if a short duration questionnaire (e.g., one week) is a more reliable alternative to prospective logs than longer duration questionnaires (e.g., one month). Moreover, to test if keeping a log increases focus of attention on nightmares, we evaluated whether the retrospective estimate would be increased after keeping a log.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Participants

Seventy-seven psychology students filled in the retrospective questionnaire, 58 of whom completed a two-week nightmare diary. A total of 49 further estimated their number of nightmares after the diary period. Of the final sample 93.9% (46) were female. Mean age was 22.8 (SD = 3.3).

Measurements

For the assessment of retrospective nightmare frequency the SLEEP-50 [15] was used. The SLEEP-50 has good reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .85, test retest reliability .65 - .89), and validity outcomes. For nightmares, the sensitivity (proportion correctly diagnosed with nightmares according to the DSM-IV) was .84 and the specificity (proportion correctly classified without) was .77. A nightmare diary measured prospective nightmare frequency. The diary was kept for fourteen days. Participants were asked each consecutive day if they had a nightmare, whether they woke up from this nightmare, and how intense this dream was.

Procedure

Participants were psychology students who were recruited at a digital learning environment at Utrecht University. Only people with nightmares could apply. Participants filled out a retrospective questionnaire in which they had to estimate their nightmare frequency per month (month) and their nightmare frequency in the last week (week). After completion, a two week-nightmare diary was sent to their home address (log). After handing in the diary, participants were asked to estimate their nightmare frequency for the diary period (week-after-log). Participants received course credits for participation.

Statistical Analysis

Differences were measured with paired t-tests (1-tailed), with a significance level of p = .05.
RESULTS

Paired t-tests showed that most of the frequencies differed significantly from each other (see Table 1), with the exception of the retrospective week- versus month-estimate ($t(48) = -0.1$, $p = .28$). However, this difference was significant when the test was conducted on all 77 participants who filled out both, $t(76) = -2.0$, $p < .05$.

DISCUSSION

In accordance to Wood and Bootzin [11] this study found a significant discrepancy between retrospective and prospective measurements. Prospective logs are a more accurate way of assessing nightmare frequency. Retrospective questionnaires underestimate nightmare frequency, but the shorter the duration the more accurate the estimate, a finding relevant for treatment studies. This may be an attention issue - participants may simply forget nightmares over time [13]. In line with this explanation, this study showed that keeping a nightmare log led to more accurate retrospective estimates.

Although the current study had a limited sample size, an a priori power calculation showed that current numbers were sufficient to obtain significant differences, such as found in this study. Future studies aiming to compare different alternatives for assessing nightmare frequency could include a yearly estimate and a retrospective estimate some time after a log has been kept. Moreover, it would be interesting to evaluate more objective forms of sleep assessment. Although polysomnography has been shown to reduce nightmare frequency [16], actigraphy may be less intrusive.

Nightmare studies should by default use prospective measurements or, in case of treatment studies, retrospective questionnaires with the shortest duration possible.
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